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ABSTRACT
Why didn’t Lamberto Vitali praise the artistic products of Morandi’s
metaphysical phase as he did for works completed at other moments of
the artist’s career? In Vitali’s writings on Morandi – in, for example, the
diﬀerent editions of his catalogue raisonné – the art historian doesn’t
explicitly declare a preference. However, there is an evident change in the
way he discusses the works of the artist’s metaphysical years (1918–1919).
For instance, when he writes about the artist’s landscapes painted in the
following years, between 1921 and 1925, he claims that they have a
“tender sweetness in the representation, very far from the intellectual
lucubrations of the Metaphysical Still Life.” This apparently banal and
marginal question allows us, on the contrary, to consider Vitali’s reading of
pivotal to take into consideration the collecting taste of the time. Through
this reading of Vitali’s texts and of Morandi’s images, as well as an analysis
of the contemporary market tendencies, it becomes possible to deﬁne the
cultural reasons underlying Vitali’s taste.

Deﬁning Lamberto Vitali’s taste as a collector and an “amateur” art
historian is not so simple, for many reasons.1 To start with, he bought
various pieces for various purposes, and was sometimes more of a
collector than a historian, sometimes vice versa. He was broadly curious,
and when he found a deal, his merchant instinct prevailed. He
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Morandi’s œuvre with a far broader perspective for which it becomes
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collected archaeological pieces from the Middle East and Eastern Asia;
medieval Western sculptures; primitive Italian paintings; works by
Macchiaioli artists such as Adriano Cecioni, Silvestro Lega, and Giovanni
Fattori;2 and engravings and drawings by nineteenth-century French
painters and Amedeo Modigliani.3 And of course, he collected works by
Giorgio Morandi, who became, over the years, a dear friend, as did
Marino Marini and Giacomo Manzù.4 Any attempt to put Vitali’s eclectic
temperament and clever mind into a box would be futile, for it is
impossible to crystallize him in a straightforward manner. More
generally, we can say that he was interested in artifacts of an ancient
grammar as well as objects modern in feeling. Only through this
perspective we can understand how a Fayum portrait from ancient
Egypt could be placed beside a Modigliani head (ﬁgures 1 and 2). He
searched for quality, but did not want a collection of just famous
artworks and artists. This choice reveals Vitali’s natural instinct as a
collector: he chose what was “easily” collectable not only for reasons of
interest, but also – obviously – in relation to the price of the object.
In the discussion that follows, I will attempt to describe Vitali’s approach

Because many of his personal papers remain in private hands, the full
extent of his collection is still to be revealed. For the time being, the
most viable way to approach Vitali’s collecting practices – including his
acquisition of works that could be called Metaphysical – is to read his
available writings for explicit statements.
Born in Milan on November 22, 1896, to a family hailing from Livorno,
Vitali was one of four brothers.5 He lived in Milan for most of his life,
until his death in 1992, with two periods of exception that should be
noted here. The ﬁrst, from 1912 to 1914, followed his studies at the
Technical Institute in Milan, when his father, a merchant, sent him to
work with Oskar Reinhardt as a salesman in Germany.6 Reinhardt was
both a merchant and a collector, and became an important point of
reference for Vitali. The second period was during the Second World
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to collecting by drawing on the publicly available documents concerning
the donation of his collection to Milan’s Pinacoteca di Brera in 2001.
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War, when, due to his
Jewish origins, he was
exiled to Switzerland.
In 1938, in response to
racial laws prohibiting
his work as a
businessman, he
assigned the property
of his company to his
wife, who was not
Jewish. After the
promulgation of the
Italian racial laws, he
and his family ﬂed to
Tuscany.7 In
September 1938, he
returned to Milan, but
soon after left for

Figures 1–2. “Ritratto funerario di donna” [Funerary
portrait of a woman], 175 A.D. Encaustic paint on
wood, 15 3/8 x 6 5/16 (39 x 16 cm). Pinacoteca di
Brera, Milan.
Amedeo Modigliani, “Enfant gras,” 1915. Oil on
canvas, 17 15/16 x 14 3/4 in. (45.5 × 37.5 cm).
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan.

Switzerland for several years, aided by Fernanda Wittgens, who was at
that moment the Brera’s director, and the collector Gianni Mattioli. Vitali
returned to Italy in July 1945, after spending time in a refugee camp
where he taught art history and got to know Marino Marini, the future

prisoners.
Vitali’s status as an “amateur” art historian commenced when he began
writing for several magazines in the 1920s, including L’Ambrosiano, Le
arti plastiche, Emporium,8 Poligono, L’Italia letteraria, and Il caﬀè.9 In the
1930s he started a very important collaboration with Domus, the
architecture and design magazine directed in those years by Gio Ponti.10
He was very active as a writer throughout the 1920s and 30s, often
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theater director Giorgio Strehler, the philologist Dante Isella, and the
architect Ernesto Nathan Rogers, among numerous other noteworthy
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addressing topics not really at the center of discourse in those years,
from photography to engraving in the nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries.11
A number of Vitali’s writings reveal, with great transparency, his
preferences and aversions in assembling his art collection. In a text
about the donation to the Brera of works from the Jesi collection, he
wrote:
The history of ancient and recent art collection teaches that there
are two totally opposite ways to form a collection: either by
desiring to minutely document the art of a speciﬁc period, with the
attendant risk of putting together artworks that are completely
diﬀerent from one another but conceived in the same time frame,
or the gathering of fruits of civilizations both very distant in time
as well as more recent, and conceived in the most remote places,
which actually, due to their importance, use similar languages.12

represents his own. As an “old” way of looking not only for big names,
his was really more of a nineteenth-century search for a ﬁl rouge in art
history. It resembled the Lithuanian-American art historian Bernard
Berenson’s collecting style, which highly inﬂuenced the American
approach: Americans bought art already thinking about museums.
Indeed, in New York in 1948 and 1949, Vitali met Alfred Barr, Jr., and
James Thrall Soby, of the Museum of Modern Art. Both had been
educated through the museology courses of Paul J. Sachs at Harvard
University.13
Vitali started to buy art in the 1920s, when Milan was central to the
exchange of Italian art and, arguably, became the birthplace of the
market as we know it today. In the beginning, Milanese galleries catered
to a wide range of tastes. During the 1930s in particular, they promoted
groups of nineteenth-century artists, such as the Macchiaioli and the
Divisionists, as well as works by innovative twentieth-century artists,
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including various members of the Novecento group promoted by
Margherita Sarfatti. In this sense, a kind of generational exchange was
taking place, involving complex crossroads. Vitali was interested in both
axes of this network. He frequented galleries in Milan and
internationally, notably in Paris and London.14 But he remained for all
his life a man born in the previous century, with precious taste, and
looking for rich materiality, intense inspiration, and classical references.
He struggled to understand many contemporary artists, as is evident in
a number of the texts he published in Domus in the 1930s. Particularly
in his contributions “Artisti e pubblico” (Artists and Audience, 1934) and
“Crisi della pittura” (Crisis of Painting, 1935), he expressed without
reticence his negative judgment of a certain kind of contemporary art
that cut oﬀ any relation with the past,15 quoting Henri Focillon to
support his position: “The practice of painting is no longer a mystery,
and has become an amusement; its future is certain as long as it
rediscovers its magical character.”16
When Vitali was acquiring objects, his intentions could be various – they
did not follow a single reasoning. Further, shaping his choices as of a
certain moment were his thoughts on Milanese museums and what
they lacked, and he took advantage of his frequent international

The ﬁrst kind worries about ﬁnancing artists who are close to the
public’s current taste, pleasant and bourgeois artists, who
tantalize with easy, merely superﬁcial, and illusory graces
[whereas] the other is not concerned with instantaneous fortune,
but works for the future, preceding, in a certain sense, even the
discoveries and assessments of the most assured critics.18
He recognized himself as the kind of buyer sought after by the second
type of gallery. But the assessment is his own self-representation: Vitali
wanted to see himself as a brave patron of contemporary young talent,
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business trips to pursue this motivation.17 He distinguished two kinds of
galleries (typiﬁed by Adolphe Goupil and Ambroise Vollard) that
corresponded to two types of buyers:
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but in fact he was not, for his preferences favored a mild avant-garde.
After the Second World War, his intention to contribute to the
expansion of Milan’s collections intensiﬁed, increased by his
strengthened sense of civic duty after the injustices he suﬀered due to
his Jewish heritage. With Reinhardt’s model in mind, he was already
envisioning donations.19 Gillo Dorﬂes wrote in a brief text about Vitali –
his friend – that he never thought he was generous, except when it
came to museums.20
Vitali had been part of a community that tried to counteract Fascism, or
just to survive it; after the war, they worked to not only to reconstruct
Milan, culturally the most damaged Italian city (ﬁve museums were
destroyed; the Scala and Leonardo’s Last Supper were also severely hit),
but also to put it culturally on the map, at the center of Europe.21 This
group of antifascists was united around the Pinacoteca di Brera, after its
complete destruction during the bombings in 1943,22 along with four
other museums. (The Scala theater was severely damaged, too.) Milan,
even today, is not known as a city of art, and it is probably for this
reason that the Italian government underestimated the devastation,
neglecting to put the Brera on the list of monuments in need of prompt

Vitali was responsible along with Ettore Modigliani – the Brera’s director
between 1908 and 1934, and from 1946 to 194724 – for the founding, in
1926, of the Amici di Brera e dei Musei milanesi, inspired by the Societè
des Amis du Musée de Gand (founded in 1897). This patronage
association’s purpose was to enlarge the Brera’s collections to the size
of a museum like, in Vitali’s words, “the big National Gallery [in Rome],
but to showcase the pictorial Northern Schools, to ﬁll the gap in this
ﬁeld and better represent the artists already in the collections.” Vitali
was a member of the association from the very beginning, and in the
1970s became its president. After Modigliani’s pupil Fernanda Wittgens
became his successor at the museum, between 1947 and 1957, Vitali
worked with Wittgens on behalf of the Brera’s collections to ensure
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donations to the museum;25 he continued his eﬀorts during Franco
Russoli’s directorship, from 1957 to 1977. Vitali survived all of these
museum leaders, and the dialogue continued with subsequent
directors. He was there from 1925 to 1992 – longer than any Brera
employee – and he faithfully transmitted the museum’s original mission.
His highly important contribution to the continuity that characterized
the Brera during the twentieth century permitted an extraordinary
expansion of the collections. Indeed, as president of the Amici di Brera
during the 1970s, he worked with Russoli to realize the project of the
“grande Brera,” including acquisitions from the most important private
collectors in Milan – among others, Emilio Jesi, Ricardo Jucker, Gianni
Mattioli, and Giuseppe Panza di Biumo. The “grande Brera,” a long and
productive collaboration, started with Modigliani’s idea of enlarging the
collections of this national museum, and in December 1949, after the
war’s end, Wittgens restarted the Amici di Brera for this very reason,
immediately appointing Russoli as secretary of this association of
trustees.26 One of the most important contributions to the Pinacoteca
during Vitali’s presidency was the purchase of a painting by Giovanni da

Vitali was convinced that the Brera should enlarge its collections with
nineteenth-century painters, namely, the beloved Macchiaioli and the
Lombard Divisionists.28 In 1948, along with Wittgens and others, Vitali
worked on the exhibition Dipinti dell’Ottocento italiano (Paintings of the
Italian Nineteenth Century), held in Lugano at Villa Ciani.29 At the time,
Wittgens made the following statement: “In the program of the Brera
the ﬁrst necessity is to renew the nineteenth-century section to adjust it
in relation to the newest studies.”30 Vitali’s ﬁrst list of donations to the
Brera included works by Medardo Rosso, Giovanni Fattori, Silvestro
Lega, Telemaco Signorini, and Adriano Cecioni. Clearly, in acquiring
works over the years, he was already thinking about the Milanese
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Milano in 1971 (ﬁgure 3), a fundamental Lombard artist who could not
be excluded from the most important Milanese museum.27
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museums, and he looked for a
modern nineteenth century as
represented in works emerging
from the city’s galleries starting
in the 1920s.31
Representing the nineteenth
century at the Brera was
important not only to Wittgens
and Vitali, but also for the
Amici di Brera. In 1957, they
gifted to the museum Pascoli di
primavera (Spring Pastures,
1896; ﬁgure 4) by Giovanni
Segantini, a pivotal artist whose
work the Milanese museums
completely lacked.32 They also
thought the perfect conclusion
to the nineteenth-century
Brera gallery should be
Umberto Boccioni’s Divisionist
self-portrait of 1908, donated
by Vico Baer.33

preferences informed what
Vitali looked for in twentiethcentury art. Indeed, he never
appreciated avant-gardes like
Futurism much, nor

Figure 3. Giovanni da Milano, “Cristo in
trono adorato da angeli” [Christ Enthroned
with Angeles in Adoration], 1360–65.
Tempera on wood, 59 15/16 x 27 in. (152.3
x 68.5 cm). Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan.

Metaphysical art, but he loved
and wrote much about
twentieth-century European artists including Amedeo Modigliani,
Alberto Giacometti, Marino Marini, Arturo Martini, Carlo Carrà, Arturo
Tosi, and, obviously, Giorgio Morandi. Within the twentieth-century
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panorama, Morandi
was one of Vitali’s
favorite artists, the
subject of many of his
essays, and his friend,
but perhaps their
strongest tie was
Vitali’s work on
Morandi’s general
catalogue.34
Vitali’s opinion of
Metaphysical art in

Figure 4. Giovanni Segantini, “Pascoli di primavera”
[Spring Pastures], 1896. Oil on canvas, 37 3/8 x 61
(95 x 155 cm). Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan.

general and what he
thought about Giorgio de Chirico in particular comes through in reading
what Riccardo Jucker said to Carlo Bertelli: “You know, for Lamberto,
knowing that I have a de Chirico is already a punch to the stomach.”35
Vitali disliked the lack of Italianness he perceived in de Chirico’s work,
and he expressed an aversion to German Romanticism and ﬁgures such
as Arnold Böcklin and Max Klinger, whom de Chirico referenced.36

painters in whose work we can feel superstructures that hide their
ultimate dryness, remains grounded as a Piedmontese should be, with
his emotional cosmic vision intact.”37 When Vitali wrote about Carra’s
Piedmontese attitude, he was thinking, certainly, about L’amante
dell’ingegnere (The Engineer’s Lover, 1921; ﬁgure 5),38 for he did
appreciate Metaphysical art that he saw as more Italian in its language:
“Progressive deletion of elements […] changed relationship between
ﬁgure and setting; but most of all, decisive landscape for a more
realistic representation and substantial mutation of pictorial
solutions.”39 Referring to the Italian pictorial language used by Carrà,
which the painter himself in 1919 called “my Metaphysical Italianism,” 40
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In writing on Carrà, Vitali explained why he disagreed with the northern
tendencies of de Chirico’s Metaphysical art, and a primary reason was
its relationship with the past: “Carrà, unlike other contemporary
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Vitali recognized that Carrà took inspiration from de Chirico’s ﬁgurative
repertoire and strange titles, but “when the pure painterly language is
touched, substantial diﬀerences intervene immediately.”41
When Vitali wrote
about Morandi’s
Metaphysical period,
he tried to be as
objective as possible,
but nonetheless
revealed what peeved
him. Thus, in 1964, in
his introduction to a
monograph of
Morandi’s paintings, he

Metaphysical
painting or, rather
(to be more
thorough), the socalled
Metaphysical
painting of
Figure 5. Carlo Carrà, “L’amante dell’ingegnere” [The
Engineer’s Lover], 1921. Oil on canvas, 21 5/8 x 15
Morandi,
3/4 in. (55 x 40 cm). Mattioli Collection, Italy.
conceived
between mid-1918
and mid-1920, two precise years, is quite diﬀerent. It is a sober
kind of painting, nourished by experiences of geometry, or rather
born of a true and proper craving for geometry, without any
sensual allure, and, altogether, with a fundamental purist rigor,
with nostalgia for the very ﬁrst Renaissance, for which the objects
are realized with the same cold passion.42
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maintained a negative
point of view on
Metaphysics:
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The phrase “so-called Metaphysical painting of Morandi” asserts a
substantial diﬀerence between his work and Metaphysical painting as
intended by de Chirico: similar language arises elsewhere in the
catalogue and in other texts by Vitali addressing the years between
1918 and 1920.43 With this expression he underlined his thinking:
Morandi was not a painter to be recognized as part of a group; he was
unique in the twentieth-century panorama, and indebted only to
masters of the past, for instance, in Roberto Longhi’s assessment,
“Giotto, Masaccio, Piero, Bellini, Tiziano, Chardin, Corot, Renoir,
Cézanne.”44
Vitali wrote on Morandi’s “geometric fury” in those “so-called
Metaphysical” years,45 and about how the paintings are without

painter wants to chastise himself,” a strong expression indicating that
he did not ﬁnd pleasure in looking at these works. Because he liked
continuity in art, and artistic coherence, he never came to appreciate
this phase of Morandi’s work, which might be considered as a
parenthesis in his production.46 Vitali was not able to understand a
temperamental process “that does not produce anymore a sense of
composition, but fragments, broken lines, emotionally acute reality
lacerations that give a sensation of a split personality.”47 Another
passage reads:
All of the pictures in the series were achieved by observing a
composition of individual objects, arranged before his eyes,
without even the smallest concession to imagination. One notes
the artist’s intention of translating these distinct elements as pure
forms, which verge on abstraction with the cold passion of
intellectual lucubrations.48
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“sensuality” and done with “cold passion” – a singular choice of words
that Vitali never otherwise used in relation to his favorite painter. On
the palette of Morandi’s Metaphysical paintings, Vitali wrote that “the
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It is signiﬁcant that Vitali explained the pictorial tendencies to
abstraction as deplorable because they are only intellectual
speculations.49 This indicates his “weak point” as an art historian: in the
1970s, he was not ready – ﬁfty years after the Metaphysical period – to
complete the historicizing of this pictorial phase of Morandi’s career.
Talking about Morandi’s last four Metaphysical paintings of 1919, Vitali
pointed to “a return to a less rareﬁed world.” 50 What changed were the
compositions, which recalled, for Vitali, Paul Cézanne, precisely La
Pendule noire (The Black Marble Clock, 1869–1871): Morandi had
returned to the “right” tradition and forgotten de Chirico.51 It was a
return to reality – Morandi’s reality of course – that Vitali appreciated
more because there was comfort in this way of representing the vast
variation of realities and sentiments. The palette and the subjects’
arrangement express every shade of emotional consolation. Just before
this “return to a less rareﬁed world,” the palette and brushstrokes were
bringing back a sense of anxiety in the painter’s creation of a reality
distant from the observer’s. We know that Morandi was in crisis in this
period – like de Chirico, Carrà, and Mario Sironi – because of the war.

successfully demonstrate this crisis, with all his second thoughts and
reworkings. The Metaphysical reality pushes out the observer, and
creates an abstract space, and this seems like an experiment for
Morandi, who, at the threshold of being thirty years old, was searching
for a new personal voice. Vitali considered this extreme experiment to
be a fortunately brief aberration in the artist’s production.
In 1920, after these paintings, Vitali deemed Morandi’s Metaphysical
phase over. The transition was almost complete in Fiori (Flowers, 1920)
and Natura morta con tavolo (Still Life with Round Table, 1920), and not
by chance Vitali acquired both works for his collection (ﬁgure 6). Certain
elements of the second painting in particular place it in between the two
phases. Vitali deemed it a “bridge”:
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More or less at the same time, between 1916 and 1919, he painted
three beautiful ﬂower vases with pink and blue backdrops, which
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The great Natura morta con tavolo is the work that forms a bridge
between the so-called Metaphysical period and the phase which
immediately followed. It […] brings to light the character of the
truest Morandi; if the composition is always orchestrated with a
perfect knowledge of spaces and interspaces, the pictorial
language foreshadows all that will come after, leading to today.
Objects are no longer indicted, imprisoned by heavy contours […].
There is, rather, a general intonation reminiscent of Piero della
Francesca […] and above all, a perfectly equilibrated conquest
between rationality and feeling, without which one would prevail
over the other.52
This well explains why he chose to buy Natura morta con tavolo in
particular. The wonderful and pivotal painting set the stage for two
years of “intellectual lucubrations,” “cold light,” and deplorable
“abstraction.”53 Vitali likely appreciated in this painting the line in the
background, behind the round table, that is not a Metaphysical scoria,
but just wallpaper. It returns to the common things that Vitali liked to
ﬁnd in Morandi’s painting – the poetry of everyday objects, wherein
both the artist and the author can ﬁnd peace and comfort. However, for
Vitali this is not really a question of subject, but rather, of painting –

It is strange that Il cactus (The Cactus, 1917–19; ﬁgure 7) and the “lost”
Self-portrait (1917–19; ﬁgure 8) on its verso go unmentioned in these
texts. Morandi asked that the image on the back be covered over after
the work’s exhibition in San Francisco in 1939, before the object became
the property of Rino Valdameri, in 1940.54 When he made the request,
the painting was in Vitali’s collection, and we know thus know that Vitali
was complicit in the artist’s hiding the unloved side of the canvas.
However, Vitali’s introduction to Morandi’s general catalogue published
in 1977 gives details of the painting, for example the dimensions (which
are, of course, those of Il cactus). It seems that he wanted to leave some
sign to posterity, though probably not because his judgement had
changed, but rather because he felt a certain culpability in keeping the
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secret; he was
probably divided
between respecting
the artist’s desire and
avoiding being part of
the “crime.”

Figure 6. Giorgio Morandi, “Natura morta con
tavolo” [Still Life with Table], 1920. Oil on canvas, 23
13/16 x 26 3/16 in. (60.5 x 66.5 cm). Pinacoteca di
Brera, Milan.

Metaphysical
paintings. For him,
pure painting was everything, in line with theories of pure visibility. He
clearly kept alive the memory of Benedetto Croce, but also looked to
Roberto Longhi, who was a fundamental point of reference for Morandi
especially. Vitali’s 1937 description of the Reinhart collection, mentioned
at the beginning of the present essay, also explains the kind of painting
he preferred, and the ﬁl rouge he followed in art history:
The concept that painting, as the nineteenth-century French
innovators interpreted it – from Delacroix to the Impressionists –
was born in Venice, and then ﬂourished in all of Europe,
legitimizes the presence of works here by Tintoretto, Jacopo
Bassano, and Guardi. Tintoretto is balanced and yet open to brief
pictorial solutions […] deﬁned with a few synthetic brushstrokes.
[…] Tintoretto and Bassano, due to the expressionistic function of
color and stylistic deformations, which result in an enhancement
of dramatic pathos, [have] expressive and pictorial power.55
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This brings us back to
the primary question:
how can we synthesize
Vitali’s taste? It is clear
that he appreciated
the more pictorial
aspect, maybe even
the picturesqueness,
of the last
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In painting, Vitali loved
gesture, materiality,
and the passion that
for him shines through
in the very physical
relationship an artwork
oﬀers, wherein the
anxiety of the creative
act is to be found. We
should not forget that,
as a collector, he was
used to touching works
of art – he truly had a
tactile relationship with
them.
Conﬁrmation of this
predilection is a list,
archived at the Brera,

Figure 7. Giorgio Morandi, “Il cactus/Autoritratto”

to the museum (ﬁgure
[The cactus/Self-Portrait], recto, 1917–19. Oil on
9); it reveals that Vitali’s
canvas, 17 5/16 x 12 13/16 in. (44 x 32.5 cm).
Fondation Mattioli Rossi, Switzerland.
desire was to donate
twenty paintings by the
artist.56 The group starts with an early painting, a landscape painted in

1911 (ﬁgure 10), but the core of the Morandi donation dates from 1925
to 1945, allowing us to infer that this was Vitali’s favorite period of his
oeuvre.57 These paintings evidence what the collector most admired:
the rich materiality of the painted surface, the dusty colors, the
atmospheric eﬀect that melds objects and air. Regarding this sensibility,
Fernanda Wittgens oﬀered a perfect summation in her writings on the
twentieth century: “We have indeed a critical conscience, but also a lot
of epidermic sensitivity.”58
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manualità e dalla sensibilità d’un pittore, non da quella d’un
metaﬁsico.” (These are almost algebraic abstract constructions, all
dominated by the manuality and the sensibility of a painter, not by
that of a “metaﬁsico.”) Franchi, “Giorgio Morandi, ‘La terrazza,’” La
Raccolta 1, nos. 9–10 (November 15–December 15, 1918): 117–18.
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49. About such abstract tendencies, Vitali had previolusly written: “Gli
astrattisti, questi puristi […] si pongono problemi schiettamente
pittorici, ma chiudendosi in una formula, rinunziano ad abbordarli
tutti quanti […]. La loro posizione, apparentemente d’avanguardia,
è in sostanza schiettamente anacronistica, sia che puntino sui
francesi come Soldati, De Amicis, Reggiani, Bogliardi, Ghiringhelli, o
sui tedeschi come Licini.” (Abstract artists, these purists […] pose
for themselves purely pictorial problems, but they close
themselves oﬀ in a formula, they give up on picking up all of them
[…]. Their position, apparently avant-garde, is substantially
anachronistic, both when they aim toward the French, like Soldati,
De Amicis, Reggiani, Bogliardi, and Ghiringhelli, or toward the
Germans, like Licini.) See Vitali, Domus, no. 88 (1935); quoted in
Salvagnini, Il sistema delle arti, 33, note 60.
50. Ibid., 25.
51. Vitali, Giorgio Morandi, pittore, 24.
52. Ibid., 25.
53. This point of view around abstraction is a clear generational sign.
Lionello Venturi, who was ﬁve years older than Vitali, wrote about
Morandi: “Nel 1920 le sue forme composte in un’architettura
astratta erano ancora schemi di oggetto, simboli di valori plastici e
geometrici. Ma sette anni dopo quelle forme avevano già ricevuto
dal colore quel tanto necessario di vibrazione e di deformazione
perché potessero vivere nel mondo della sensibilità e della
fantasia.” (In 1920, his forms composed in an abstract architecture
were still object schemas, symbols of plastic and geometric values.
But seven years later those forms were receiving, by way of color,
the necessary amount of vibration and deformation so that they
could subsist in worlds of sensibility and fantasy.) Venturi, Pittura
contemporanea (Milan: Hoepli, 1947), 47–48.
54. Maria Cristina Bandera, “Giorgio Morandi. Il ritratto ritrovato,”
Paragone. Arte, no. 81 (September 2008): 3–18.
55. Vitali, “Le grandi collezioni,” 59.
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56. The paintings are ordered: Vitali 2, 41, 56, 51, 111, 146, 152, 219,
279, 343, 447, 457, 546, 815, 832, 632, 894, 1027, 1182, 780. The
documents about Vitali’s donation and the 2001 exhibition of his
collection at the Brera are conserved in the museum archives
under “Progetto Vitali” and “Mostra Vitali. Progetti allestimento.” In
the same document two entries in the list are deleted, but it is
possible to see that one is Vitali 954.
57. Vitali had both a deep relationship with the artist and no problem
buying whatever he desired.
58. Ginex, “Sono Fernanda Wittgens,” 56.
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Renaissance, she ended up studying the criticism of the twentieth
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